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For partitions Z= (a,, q, . ..) and B= (PI, ,&, . ..I> let z <p denote the 
inclusion relation of the corresponding Young diagrams (as subsets of Z*); 
i.e., mi</IPi (i= 1,2, . ..). We call the poset of partitions equipped wit 
this order relation the Young lattice Y [l, p. 173. For a given partition k, 
we consider the “generating function” J;(q) = Ct ci. q!“‘, where iti = 
t i + t2 + . . . is the “rank” of <, by which Y is a ranked oset. The first and 
typical purpose of this article is to give an explicit form a for this function 
(1.4). For a “rectangular” partition /z = (n”) = (n, , n] (k times), &(q) is 
known to be a Gaussian coefficient (1.2(3); cf. acdonald [S, Sect. 12, 
Ex. 3, pp. 18, 191). More generally, for two partitions p 
the “generating function of the interval [.J, A]” by&,(q) 
An explicit formula for fnlP is obtained similarly (1.7). 
It is natural to generalize fi,Jq) to a generating function counting char 
in [p, 3.1. Let S= (c(l), . ..+ <“‘) be a chain of partitions included in this 
interval; i.e., I*> <(I) 3 . . . 3 t(r) 3 p (Y 3 0). We de~~e~~~~(~~ to be the sum 
Qf 4 15”‘l - ISI 4 IP’I - IPI . . . q15”‘i -b4over all such chains. Our main result is 
1.10, which expresses f$L(q) in terms of a determi~a~t of the Gaussian 
coeffkient multiplied by a power of q. 
Theorem 1.10 has been partly proved by several authors. 
4971 calculated f&j(q) when 1, has no more 
e [5, Chap. XIV, Sect. 9] obtained a form 
formula of Schubert variety. In the ~9~~s Kreweras /6] gave a 
formula for f&k(l), while Carlitz [2] gave one for f$j(q). Carlitz transfor- 
ed the problem in terms of rectangular arrays and used inductio 
is proof is also valid for our case, with only a slight mQdi~catio~; 
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are rather interested in proving our formula relying upon some com- 
binatorics on Young diagrams and using induction on the numbers of 
boxes in the skew diagram 11~. 
f,.jp has an interpretation as the Poincare polynomial of a “skew 
Schubert variety” (cf. [IO] ). 
For a partition 1,take integers k and IZ such that ,I B (nk), and fix a com- 
plete flag {O)= VOc V,c ... c Vntk= V in a (n + k)-dimensional vector 
space V over a field F. If we take F to be the finite field IF, of q elements, 
then f].(q) isexactly the number of k-dimensional subspaces W of V such 
that dim(CVn Vi)>xj, ldi<rz+k, where &:= #{t(l,+k-t+lgi}; 
forexample,if~=(5410),k=4,~z=6,then~=(122~3’4’). 
Consider the Grassmannian variety G,( U?+ ‘) = {k-dimensional sub- 
spaces in C” + k } over C and denote the Schubert cell corresponding toII by 
c;. : i.e., c, := { WE Gk(C “+k)jdim(Wn Vi)=xi, l<i<n+k}. Then it 
holds that the closure c/(C1) of CL includes C, iff 2 3 p, and that 
dim, C1 = (I\; therefore, .fL( t*) and &,( t’) are the Poincare polynomials of 
certain subvarieties of Gk(Cn+k) (cf. 3.2, 3.3). 
It is also possible to generalize these results othe case of flag varieties 
(4.6), which was communicated to the author from Nagayoshi Iwahori and 
Takeshi Tokuyama of the University ofTokyo. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
1.1. A partition is a sequence of integers i= (J., , &, . ..) such that 
k;2Aj+,, li 2 0, and Ai = 0 for some i. (As for the notations of partitions, 
we follow [7, Chap. I, Sect. 1, pp. l-41.) The cardinality of {ij li>O} is 
denoted by [(A). We denote the (Young) diagram of 1 by the same symbol 
~.Fortwopartitions~=(cr,,a2,...)andB=(8,,82,...),wedefinecr~Bto 
mean LX~< /?; for i= 1,2, .. . . 
DEFINITION. For a given partition 1,define: 
where (cp/ :=xi(pi. 
f;.(q) := c q’v’, 
rp s2 
1.2. PROPOSITION. 
(1) f&q) = 1, where 0 = (0, 0, . ..). 
(2) f;.(q) =fi,(q), where A’ denotes the conjugate partition of A. 
(3) Zf A = (mr) = (m, . . . . m) (r times), then fA(q) equals the Gaussian 
binomial coefficient (“‘T ‘),. 
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Proof: (1) and (2) are trivial. (3)is shown by (4) and i.P{Z). To get {4), 
let q 6 A, and consider the (p, l)th box (i.e., the left-bottom extreme box) 
of the diagram A. If cp includes it, then it also includes all the boxes on the 
first column; if it does not, then it excludes all the boxes on the fast row. 
Now split he summation in 1.1 according to these two cases. SimiEarly, 
consider the (k, 2, jth box (i.e., the first corner box) of ;1 to get (5;. 
1.3. We collect here some basic formulae for the Gaussian coefficients for 
the convenience of later use. 
1.4. THEOREM (Generating function). Lel iz Se ipn integer noT iess t&m 
!!A ). Then 
Theorem 1.4 will be proved in Section 2 together with Theorem 1.7, 
1.5. DEFINITION. For two partitions 1 and cc. define: 
where 15 --ill := I<1 - /PI. 
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1.6. PROPOSITION. (1) filJq) = 0, unless A > p. 
(2) .h;A(4) = 1. 
(3) “fi~J4) =.f~~/p~W. 
C4) .f;;O(q) =.6(q). 
(5) Suppose d>p, A,>l,+,=O, and p,,,>p,,,+,=O, and put 
cp=(A,-1, AZ--l,...,A,-l), v=(pl-1, pl--I,..., ~~~-1) and 8= 
(A,, A,, . . . . A,- ,). Then 
fi.!/M = q~-‘Y4+(q) +.h@Lw 
(6) Suppose l>p and I,=lz= ... =Ak>Ak+,, and put II/= 
(~k+l,~k+2~...), x=(llk+I,Pk+z,‘- )and~=(A~ ,..., &-i,&--l,&,~i ,... )
Then 
Proqf ( 1 k(4) are trivial. To prove (5) and (6), mark the same boxes 
we mentioned in the proof of 1.2.(4, 5). 
1.7. THEOREM (Generating function for the relative case). Let 
n 3 Max{/(A), I(p)). Then 
(1) 
1.8. Theorem 1.7 can be generalized tothe case of counting chains of 
length I’ in the interval [p, A] as follows: 
DEFINITION. 
g!:’ (x0, x1 ‘.P 1 . . . . x,) := c .g” - <“‘I . .. $“‘- t;“+‘v, 
where x0, x1, . . . . I, are r + 1 indeterminates, and the summation is taken 
over all sequences of partitions S = ((‘I’, . . . .5”‘) satisfying A = 5”’ 3 
((1) 3 . . . 3 p > 5”’ ‘I= p. 
Remark. If A 3 ,u, a skew diagram A/p is the set-theoretic d fference 
A-p. Then g:I;l can be alternatively written as xr x’, where the sum- 
mation is taken over all “r-tableaux” T of shape A/p, which here means 
numbered skew diagrams atisfying: 
(a) boxes of A/p are filled inwith integers 0,1, . . . . r; 
(b) the rows and columns are in (weakly) decreasing order, and xT: 
,y”‘O( 7‘). .. yw 7) 
0 r 3 where mi(T) denotes the number of times the number i 
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appears in the entries of T. The correspondence b tween such tableaux T
and the sequences of partitions S= (t”)? ... . t(“) is the obvious one, by 
which m,(T)= lt’i)-<(i+‘Jl (1 <i<r). 
1.9. We specialize g,.~‘r’ to one variable 4 as foliows: 
DEFINITION. 
where ! T\ := III ,( T) + 2m,( T) + . + Y.FYZ,( T) is the sum of ah entries of the 
tableaux T. 
1.10 THEOREM (Generating function for chains). Ler n 3 
i(,p)). Then 
Remark. We note that for the case I(n) = 1, say A = (KU): and !Z = 0 the 
right-hand side of (2) coincides with.f,(q) in 1.2(j), asis supposed to by a 
“‘transposition” in 3-dimensional Young diagrams. 
2. PROOFS OF 1.4 ma 1.7 
By 1.6(4), itsuffices toprove only 1.7. Let 0(/l, ,u; 4) denote the righr- 
hand side of (1). We claim that it satisfies thesame recursive formula as 
1.6(6). Let k be the integer as in 1.6(6). Then applying 1,3(5) on the kth 
row of I&/1: g; ~1) we have 
in which 
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D( II/? x;q). Subtracting qpAk times the (i+ 1 )th row of the matrix 
(b,), G i..iGk from the ith row (using 1.3(5) again), repeatedly for i = k - 1, 
k i 2, . . . . 1, we get a lower triangular k xk matrix whose (i, j)-element is
(l<i,j<k). 
Hence lb,il,.i,j4L=q=:=I(‘i--Pi’. 
3. SOME PROOFS OF 1.10 
3.1. Our first proof follows that of Carlitz. Carlitz [2] proved 1.10 in 
case p = 0 (null partition) by using a recursive formula (in our notation) 
Note that if T is a tableau on il with entries from (0, 1, . . . . r j then boxes of 
A with nor-zero entries form a subdiagram, say cp, of A. This makes (3) 
clear. Putting I= (A,, .. . . A,) and cp = (cpr, . ..  rp,) Carlitz rewrites (3) as 
and claims that the right-hand side of (2), when p =O, also satisfies this 
formula. 
3.2. In our case, where A should be replaced by a skew diagram A/p, the 
starting recursive formula must read: 
LEMMA. 
(4) 
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orputring E.=(E.,. . . . . A,,) nndcp=(~~, . . . . g3,;), 
3.3. ProoJ of 1.10 u,ritzg 3.2. It suffices to prove t 
determinant of (2) satisfies thesame recursive formula as (4’) above. By 
induction on Y, we may assume thatfg.; “iq) is equal to the determinant c;f 
the n x II matrix with its (i, jj-element 
APPLY c;,=,,+, qw’ on the ith row of this matrix kng 1.316) and add the 
(it 1 ):h row, repeatedly for i= I, . . . n - 2, and then apply C&, qp” on 
the nth row. Then the resulting matrix has its (I, j)-element 
whose determinant coincides with qlpl times the right-hand side of (2). 
3.4. Our second proof relies upon the concept of corner of a diagram. 
DEF~IITI~N. L.et A= (A., , k, . . ) be a partition. A box of the. diagram 1 is 
calied a corner of il if the remainder is also a diagram. CIbvioushy, the 
(I,j)th box is a corner of/z iffj= Ai and 3.;> ii r,. 
3.5. LEMMA. For an>’ twto partitions 1 andpu, 
,t,her.e Q denotes the set of all corness of 1 and 3. - A is the dogram obtained 
j;om /3 b+~, removing all corners ivhich beiopxg to A. 
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Proof: For each subset A of Q, let (A) denote the set of all tableaux T
on A/p with entries from {O, 1, . . . . r} such that 
((i, j) E Q 1 T(i, j) = O} = A, 
where T( i, j) denotes the (i, j)th entry of T. Then obviously 
from which we deduce 
c q1x 
Ts(B) 
,*cB ( - 1)‘” -n’ fP A,&) 
2 
by Mobius inversion. Putting B = 0 we have 
c q’T’= A 1 ( -1 I’“’ “f-p .*,&I). Tfilz;) 
On the other hand, noting that TE (0) iff T has no zero entries, we have 
which proves the lemma. 
3.6. Prooj’of’ 1.10 using 3.5. Let D(r; A, y; q) denote the right-hand side 
of (2). To prove 1.10 by using 3.5 and induction on r and IA. - ~1, it suffkes 
to show that this function satisfies thesame formula s 3.5; i.e., 
q’Am%(r-l;A,p;q)= 1 (-l)‘“‘D(r;;i-‘4,p;q). 
I234 
(5) 
Let us reconsider a II xn matrix with its (i, j)th element 
4 
[i-j~~,+(r~/j(i-j-1)!2 qi, - ,L, - i + j 
( 
A,-pj+r- 1 
> i--j+r-1 4’ 
(6) 
By factoring out q”‘-’ from each row and q- l$+j from each column of this 
matrix, we see that its determinant isequal to the left-hand side of (5). On 
the other hand, 1.3(2) shows that (6) is equal to 
4 
‘j~~j,~,+,i-j,~i-j-“i’(~~~~~~), 
-4 ir-j)p,+(i-j)(i--j- 1112 
( 
(Ii-l)-pj+r 
> i--j+r . 4 
(7) 
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Now suppose li = Ai+, . Then it is easily checked that each element on the 
(i-t 1)th row of (6) is q”‘-’ times the second term of (7). This shows that if 
the ith row of the diagram A contains a corner box we can replace the ith 
row of the determinant of (6) with (7), otherwise with the first term of (7 ), 
Then the resulting determinant expands into the right-hand side of (5) by 
the multi-linearity in its rows 
4. SCHUBERT VARIETIES-AN INTERPRETATION O~.j::.(y) 
We show how to read off the meanings of j:. :,(qj in terms of vector 
spaces over a field F (cf. [lo]). 
4.1. DEFINITION. For integers n,k 2 0, we let G,(F” +’ ) be he space ct 
k-dimensional linear subspaces of F” +k. Gx-(Ptk j is called a Grassman- 
nian variety; it can be identified with the homogeneous space 
GL(ir + k)/P(k, n), where P(k, n) is the parabolic subgroup of GL(k i irj 
corresponding to(k, n). Let (0) = L6 c VI c . c V,, +k = F” +” be a fixed 
complete flag, and define for each subspace W beionging to G,(F”* “: a 
partition A(W) = (A,( LY), ...~ ,IJ Wj) by 
1. .LP,+,(N’):=Min(j(dim(I&‘n t’)j=ii--i 
for 1 ,<i<k. Then 3. G (nk). Conversely, for each /I < ink?, we let C,. := 
.(wEG,(F”+“)(i(R’)= /i “,. Each C;. is called a Schubert cell. 
4.2. OPOSITION (cf. [2, Chap. III, Sect. 3] j. ie; F= @? then 
(1) c, is lfomeomorphic to @li.‘; 
(2 ) cf(C, )3 C, iff A> pq it2 bvhick cl( C,.j d2nofes the closirre of C,;
63) c~(C,)=Ll..; c,. 
4.3. COROLLARY. fj.(t2) is the PoincarP po!yizomid of d(C;.). f,,(?) i,r 
die Poinch polJ>nomial qf u, 2 ~ a ;. C, . 
Remark. Ci( CA) or uJ, G‘p cj, C, is the space of k-spaces I in EElf~ 
satisfying dimf E-n Vij 3 1; or fi, > dim( B’n V-, j > 1, (i < i< n -I k), respec- 
tively, where 1 and ,ii are defined as in the Introduction. 
4.4. Let M be the space of k x in + k) F-matrices ofrani< k, and M;. con- 
sist of the elements A = (av) of M satisfying aii = 0 for al! i, j such tha: 
2, + k - i + 1 > .j. GL(k) acts on M by the matrix multiplication from the 
left and there is a I - I correspondence Q H IV, between the orbits of this 
action and the elements of G,(F” + ’ j, where W,, is the subspace of F” +’ 
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spanned by the rows of a matrix in the orbit 52. Let QA be the orbit such 
that W,; is in C/; then the closure cl(C).) ofCA includes C, iff 52, intersects 
with MA. Thus 
PROPOSITION. cl( C,) can be identified with GL( k)\GL(k) . M,. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let F be the finite field of q elements. Then fA(q) and 
fA;.& q) are the numbers of points in cl( C,) and u Ic Gy, Gn C, , respectively. 
4.6. Remark. Similar argument is also valid for flag varieties. LetP be 
the parabolic subgroup of GL(N) corresponding to (k,, kz, . . . . k,) where 
k, + k, + ... k, = N. If F= IF,, the number of points in GL(N)/P; i.e., 
( ‘1 +k;,~;,.:.;;,+k~jy is equal to the generating polynomial of the lattice of 
(r - l)-tuples ofpartitions A = (A’*‘, . . . .AcrJ) such that the diagram of each 
Aci) is contained in the ki x (k, + .. . + ki- ,)-rectangle, with rank [i[ =
1P’( + . . . + 1jly. 
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